Viscoelastic properties of passive skeletal muscle in compression-cyclic behaviour.
Skeletal muscle relaxation behaviour in compression has been previously reported, but the anisotropic behaviour at higher loading rates remains poorly understood. In this paper, uniaxial unconfined cyclic compression tests were performed on fresh porcine muscle samples at various fibre orientations to determine muscle viscoelastic behaviour. Mean compression level of 25% was applied and cycles of 2% and 10% amplitude were performed at 0.2-80Hz. Under cycles of low frequency and amplitude, linear viscoelastic cyclic relaxation was observed. Fibre/cross-fibre results were qualitatively similar, but the cross-fibre direction was stiffer (ratio of 1.2). In higher amplitude tests nonlinear viscoelastic behaviour with a frequency dependent increase in the stress cycles amplitude was found (factor of 4.1 from 0.2 to 80Hz). The predictive capability of an anisotropic quasi-linear viscoelastic model previously fitted to stress-relaxation data from similar tissue samples was investigated. Good qualitative results were obtained for low amplitude cycles but differences were observed in the stress cycle amplitudes (errors of 7.5% and 31.8%, respectively, in the fibre/cross-fibre directions). At higher amplitudes significant qualitative and quantitative differences were evident. A nonlinear model formulation was therefore developed which provided a good fit and predictions to high amplitude low frequency cyclic tests performed in the fibre/cross-fibre directions. However, this model gave a poorer fit to high frequency cyclic tests and to relaxation tests. Neither model adequately predicts the stiffness increase observed at frequencies above 5Hz. Together with data previously presented, the experimental data presented here provide a unique dataset for validation of future constitutive models for skeletal muscle in compression.